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Abstract: To understanding the physical characteristics of an object one can alter several
parameters: what is observed can be moved around; the viewpoint can change its
perspective toward the subject or the lighting conditions surrounding the object can be
adjusted. The multi-light reflectance approach focusses on the latter method. By
illuminating a surface from a number of angels; computer algorithms use this varying data
to understand and estimate how every pixel will react in every theoretic lighting condition.
It is even able to reconstruct the actual three-dimensional shape of the surface, pixel by
pixel. This technique has demonstrated and proven its value in the heritage sector over the
last fifteen years for standard imaging; conservation monitoring, decipherment of
inscriptions, museum display presentations and many other purposes.
In this workshop attendees will be introduced in two of the most commonly applied
approaches when it comes to multi-light reflectance techniques: Photometric Stereo (PS)
and Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI). Benefits and disadvantages will be
addressed; practical experiences will be communicated and discussed. In a second part a
groups demo and a practical processing session of the acquired data will aim to allow the
participants to deliberate this approach for themselves.
The multi-light techniques are able to register hard to capture details as pretty much no
other technology available for the heritage sector can. They present themselves as costeffective and executable by non-technically trained people. Thanks to the hardware setup,
in which commonly used cameras and light sources plays the central role, future updates
with better performing equipment gives this approach a technological durability for many
more years to come; this includes ultra-high definition photo cameras as well as multispectral imaging.
Keywords: Multi-light Reflection; Photometric Stereo; RTI; Multispectral Imaging; 3D
Reconstructions
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BRIEF AGENDA
22.07.2015

Place

10:00 – 12:30

. Introduction
. Overview of techniques and
tools
. Comparison of potential
results

FLUP
Sala de Reuniões
2nd Floor

14:30 – 17:00

. Demo and practical session FLUP
of several techniques and Sala de Reuniões
software processing
2nd Floor
. Discussion and evaluation of
techniques

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
Minimum 5, maximum 20.

INDICATIONS TO PARTICIPANTS
Participants should bring their laptop on which they have installed or can install RTI builder
and RTI viewer.

